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Thus, through the work of A.L. Hughes, e.W. Richardson,~~ I I 
I iK.T. Compton and especially R.A. Milliken, Einstein's photo- !! 
electric equation has been thoroughly tested and not found 
anting. 
However, in testing th.is equation, a correction must 
be made on account of a rather obscure property, known as con-
tact difference of potential. On this subject let us quote 
!Gordon F. Hull. "Let us picture two metal plates of different 
metals facing one another and momentarily connected by a wire. 
Apparently electrons favor one as compared with the other. For 
if one of the plates, A, had been connected to a sensitive elec-
trometer needle and the other, B, had been connected to the 
case and to earth, then when A is drqwn away from B, the needle 
ill move. This would not nave happened had A and B been at the 
same potential. But by means of a variable voltage we may 
change the voltage of A in such a way that when the separation 
takes place there is no alteration in the position of the 
needle. The voltage to which A has been changed then oompen-
lsates the contact difference of potential. Hence this quan-
ltity can be found and Einstein's important equation becomes 
( V + K ) e = hf- hf0 
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~here V is the apparent or applied stopping potential and K is 
\the contact difference of potential!(N.B. f is what we have 
rcalled ~. that i~ the frequency). 
I Sunnnarizing, we may state that: 'I 
I lat. The energy of an ejected photoelectron depends [i 
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: allotropic . forms, only the grey crystaline variety is sui table. i) 
I I I One form of selenium eell or "bridge• is constructed 
lin the following manner. Interlocking combs of conducting 
Fig. 1.:0. Selenium bridge. 
wires are fused on an insulating plate of about 2 x 4 centime-
ters. This plate is covered with powdered selenium. This is bak d 
and annealed to form a coating, a few hundreths of a millimeter 
thick, of crystaline selenium on the comb ·electrodes. The plate 
lis then placed in a glass tube which is evacuated. (Selenium 
bridges must be protected against air and water vapor which 
cause them to deteriorate). 
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Practically all types of selenium cells have the same \J II 
color sensitivity. They have a certain time lag and do not lend IJ 
!
themselves to precision of manufacture. Since the photo-emissiv1J 
1
cell can be made to do everything expected of a selenium and · ~~­
!much more, the latter has not found great favor in application. 
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I C. THE PHOTO-VOLTAIC CELL. 
I 
I We come to a third kind of photoelectric cell which il jdiffers from those already mentioned in that the photoelectric J 
(current does not depend on the application of an external vol~- / 
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electron cannot be liberated. Since h is a constant and is /! 
the frequency of the photon, it is evident that there is a 
frequency below which no electrons will be emitted. This mini-
um value for a given surface is called the "threshold frequency" 
Thus, it may be stated that: 1st. The energy of an 
ejected photoelectron depends on the energy of the photon which 
liberated it. 2nd. The energy of the photon depends on its 
I 
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/frequency. The higher the frequency, the larger the energy. 
3rd. There is a minimum photon frequency which can liberate ji 
electrons from a given surface and it is known as the threshold / 
frequency for that surface. 4th. The number of photoelectrons 
i [j emi tted, if 
ij thus on the 
I 
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any, depends on the number of photons received and 
intensity of illumination. 
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COMPOSITION OF PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS, Moat photoelectri, 
of the emissive type have a central anode, usually in the .I 
I 
/form of a ring or screen. The photo-active cathode may be a 
!1 flat or semi-cylindrical plate or even a coating on the walls 
11 of the cell with a window to admit the light. Zinc was the 
I !first photo-emissive metal used. Then 
I jand finally the whole 
!visible radiation and many others for the ultra-violet. The 
I 
metal used for the cathode as well as the manner of .preparation 
will determine the characteristics of the cell. These may be 
of the high vacuum or gas filled types. 
The principle photo-con4uctive cell is the so-called 
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